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The rapid development of Internet technology has led us into the era of
information explosion. It is difficult for users to find information of interest among
the information ocean; at the same time, a lot of useful information becomes
unknown “dark information” due to the lack of information retrieval technology. In
this case, the recommendation system was presented as a powerful tool for
mitigating and solving the information overload problem. Recommendation
system has become a popular research topic and is widely used as practical
applications in many areas such as e-commerce.
This dissertation compares and learns from existing successful recommendation
algorithms, analyzes the shortcomings of existing algorithms, so that develops a
new and unique recommendation algorithm and model. The main research work
includes the followings:
(1) Analyze and improve collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm based on slope one
algorithm. By pretreatment of the user set through the filter, only the users similar
to the target user are considered. Therefore, this dissertation improves the
accuracy of slope one algorithm with little performance degrades and improves
the scalability for large amount of users. Additionally, the rating matrix is filled with
the slope one estimation results before processed by traditional CF algorithm to
solve the sparsity problem.
(2) Present a user clustering based social recommendation approach. This
dissertation clusters users by the profile and behavior of users. Each cluster
corresponds to people's social relations. So recommendation based on user
clustering simulates a traditional and effective method of “public praise”
recommendation. This dissertation presents an improved hierarchical clustering
algorithm to automate user clustering.













reasonably organize and design recommendation algorithms. Parametric model is
used to bring collaborative filtering and recommendation methods such as
clustering together to overcome the problems inherent of each single algorithm.
Utilize the user’s reaction as the recommendation system evaluation criteria, and
automatically adjust the algorithm according to the feedback of users.
Based on the above, this dissertation establishes a personalized recommendation
demo system. This dissertation import Movie Lens dataset into the
recommendation system as training data and test data in the experiments.
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